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1. Introdu tion

In the past few years, renewed interest was dire ted to new

lasses of

om-

plex materials feasible with respe t to thermoele tri

appli ations. Among

su h multinary systems are skutterudites

with RE = rare earth,

REy TM4X12
CoAs3

TM = transition metal and X = pni togen,
stru ture, a lled ternary derivative of

rystallising in the

ubi

[1℄.

LaFe4 P12

Depending on the parti ular rare earth element, features like superondu tivity, long range magneti

order, heavy fermion, non-Fermi-liquid,

intermediate and mixed valen e behaviour or hopping

ondu tivity were

found [2℄.
Signi ant interest in this family of

ompounds, however, stems from

the fa t that lled skutterudites are potential
appli ations. Materials

andidates for thermoele tri

onsidered for su h a purpose should exhibit large

gure of merit ZT (ZT = S 2 T=(), T . . . temperature, S
oe ient,  . . . ele tri al resistivity and  . . . thermal ondu -

values of the
. . . Seebe k

tivity). Depending on the

arrier

on entration and on parti ular intera -

tion me hanisms present in a parti ular sample, Seebe k values well above

100 

V/K are observed. Besides, ternary skutterudites are outstanding with

respe t to their low thermal

ondu tivity whi h, in some

ases,

an be near

the theoreti al lower limit. As a matter of fa t, the dramati ally diminished

(T ) values refer to an ex

eptionally large thermal parameter of the loosely

bound rare earth element,

i.e.,

orresponding to a rattling (

mode) of this atom in an oversized

soft phonon

age [3℄.

In the present paper we will review a number of physi al properties related to ele tron
thermoele tri

orrelations and we will show how transport and thus the

performan e is modied by intera tion pro esses like Kondo

s attering, intermediate valen e or

rystal eld splitting.

The latter phe-

nomena are frequently found in lled skutterudites based on Ce, Pr, Eu and
Yb.

2. Formation of skutterudites

Filled skutterudites

rystallise in the

whi h is a lled ternary derivative of
ements (TM) o

upy the 8

ubi

LaFe4 P12
CoAs3

ubi

[4℄.

type stru ture,

The transition el-

position and the pni togen atoms (X) are found

on the 24h. Together o tahedras are formed that are slightly tilted with respe t to ea h other. The o tahedra
are able to a

reate large voids in the stru ture, that

ommodate ele tropositive elements (EP) su h as rare earths

or alkali metals. These ller elements, however, are just loosely bound in the
ages, giving rise to low energy opti al modes [5℄. A systemati

investigation

on erning the formation of skutterudites is summarised in Fig. 1, revealing
7 dierent groups of unlled skutterudites. The rst group

ontains samples
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metastable partially filled skutterudites:

EP1-yFe4Sb12; EP = Na, Y, Hf, Sn, Lu

EP 1-yCo4Sb12; EP = Sn, Pb

Fig. 1. Formation of binary and ternary skutterudites.

formed by Co, Rh and Ir with P, As and Sb allowing all possible
tions.

There is a total of 72

are diamagneti

ompensated ele trons, thus the

ombina-

ompounds

semi ondu tors. Both following groups are obtained by an

FeSb3
PdP3

ex hange of TM with Fe, Ni, Pd. Metastable
sated holes as harge

arriers while

NiP3

and

behaving therefore metalli . The fourth group

exhibits 4 un ompen-

possess 4 extra ele trons,

ontains

ompounds where
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pni togen elements are emulated by syntheti

pni togens,

i.e.,

an appro-

priate mixture of IVa and VIa elements. Distortions, however, may o
A similar approa h is possible with respe t to

3d

substitutions.

ur.

In group

six and seven, partial substitution on the pni togen and on the TM site is
observed.
The lled skutterudites

an be divided into two dierent groups:

Compounds are formed by a simple lling of the
built by

8

and

24h

atoms.

(ii) Ele

2a

(i)

site of the framework

troni ally promoted formation of lled

skutterudites. If the polyanion framework has less than 72 ele trons, ele trons provided by ele tropositive ller elements

3. Transport, thermodynami

an stabilise the stru ture.

and magneti

properties

Physi al properties of lled skutterudites depend in a subtle manner on
the ele tropositive rare earth ion as ller element of the voids and on the
arrier

on entration as well as on the magneti

state of the transition metal

pni togen sublatti e. Moreover, the parti ular lling of a

ertain

ompound

is of importan e. In the following se tion we will outline a number of outstanding features of lled skutterudites where ele tron
a

orrelations may play

ru ial role.

3.1. Heavy ele tron behaviour in Pr-based skutterudites
Besides the traditional materials explored with respe t to strong ele tron
orrelations and heavy fermion behaviour due to Kondo intera tion, su h
as,

e.g., CeFe4 Sb12 and YbFe4 Sb12 , skutterudites based on Pr have re

ently

been shown to exhibit a number of extraordinary low temperature anomalies. Just to mention a few, super ondu tivity was found in

PrRu4Sb12

PrRu4As12

and

below 2.4 and 1 K, respe tively [6, 7℄, a metal to insulator transi-

tion is obvious in

PrRu4P12

at

TMI = 60 K [8℄.

super ondu tivity was dis overed in
ture of 1.8 K. Spe i

PrFe4 P12

with a transition tempera-

heat studies suggest that the super ondu ting ground

state is formed by heavy quasiparti les as
Sommerfeld value

Very re ently, heavy fermion

PrOs4Sb12
2

of about 500 mJ/molK

shows a phase transition at

T

on luded from a normal state
[9℄.

= 6:2

K, whi h a

ording to

re ent studies [2, 10℄ is asso iated with a prin ipal order parameter of, most
likely, quadrupolar origin. Thus, Kondo-like anomalies found in transport
phenomena as well as the huge

Cp=T (T

! 0) value of 1.4 J=molK2 [11, 12℄

may refer to a quadrupolar Kondo ee t. Additionally, de Haas van Alphen
measurements eviden ed heavy ele trons and unusual features of the Fermi
surfa e topology [13℄, suggesting strongly
pound.

orrelated ele trons in this

om-
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Although Pr moments in skutterudites are almost lo alised, a signifi ant hybridisation
with a large

pf

an originate from strong

oordination number.

mixing in

onjun tion

Another possible sour e for a number

of extraordinary features in su h Pr-based skutterudites is that
ele tri

elds (CEF)

ause a splitting of the

1

tum of non-Kramers ion Pr into a
and

i.e.,

5

moment

quadrupolar moment

ondu tion ele trons

=4

singlet, a

singlet and the

the proje tion of the magneti

however, the ele tri
The

1

triplets. Both the

J

3

Jz

3Jz2

3

rystalline

total angular momendoublet and in the

4

doublet are non-magneti ,

3

onto the

state is zero;

J (J + 1) does not vanish.

an then, in prin iple, intera t with the internal

degrees of freedom asso iated with the quadrupolar moment of the Pr ion
and this intera tion

Pr0:73Fe4 Sb12
Tmag  5:5

dite

an lift the ground state degenera y. Ternary skutteru-

, however, exhibits the magneti

state, linked to a moment
at

K [14℄.

The heat

apa ity of

noun ed anomaly around
neti

order.

 = 2 B .

Pr0:73Fe4 Sb12
5

T

5

triplet

as CEF ground

Thus, long range magneti

order o

urs

, shown in Fig. 2 exhibits a pro-

K, indi ating the onset of long range mag-

In reasing elds suppress the anomaly in

Cp (T ),

eventually

vanishing for external elds higher than 3 T. At ea h eld value, however,
the low temperature heat

apa ity is remarkably high, resembling well known

heavy fermion systems based on Ce, Yb or U as well as observations made
for

PrFe4 P12

[2℄.

Cp =T

At very low temperatures
rise due to the nu lear heat

of

Pr0:73Fe4 Sb12

displays a signi ant

apa ity (inset, Fig. 2). This

ontribution is pri-

I = 5=2 state of Pr, referring to a strong intra-site
hyperne oupling between the nu lei and 4f ele trons. At temperatures
slightly above ( 1 K), Cp =T in reases with external magneti elds. Flu marily attributed to the

tuations of the order parameter prior to a phase transition or destroying of
the ordered state by the magneti
similar trend of

eld may

ause su h an enhan ement. A

Cp =T (H ) was derived previously for PrFe4 P12

To estimate the

hara teristi

ti les asso iated with the large

[2℄.

temperature s ale of the heavy quasipar-

Cp=T

values of

Pr0:73Fe4 Sb12

, the resonan e

level model of S hotte and S hotte [15℄ is adopted. This model assumes a

EF with a width
  TK , where the Kondo temperature TK is supposed to represent the apnarrow Lorentzian density of states at the Fermi energy

propriate temperature s ale whi h des ribes thermal ex itations in a strongly

renormalised quasiparti le band formed around

EF .

A least squares t to

the experimental data is shown in Fig. 2(b) as solid line, yielding
Furthermore, this model shows that the jump in the spe i
transition temperature is mu h smaller than expe ted

e.g.,

TK  25 K.
Æ at the

heat

in a mean-eld

like des ription. Su h a redu tion, however, is well known in magneti ally
ordered Kondo latti es where

Æ

is

ontinuously diminished as

TK

in reases
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Fig. 2.

Pr0:73 Fe4 Sb12 .

with respe t to the magneti

intera tion strength. Some broadening of the

phase transition anomaly may arise from inhomogeneities and/or the partly
lled

ages of the stru ture.

The magneti
with

La0:83 Fe4 Sb2

Smag of Pr0:73 Fe4 Sb12 is derived by a
Results of Smag (T ) are shown in Fig. 2(b),

entropy
.

omparison
right s ale.

The ground state degenera y of the Pr ion is lifted either by magneti

order-

ing and/or by Kondo intera tion, responsible for the large ee tive ele tron
masses. The entropy release is found to be
around 13 K, in line with the
singlet

1

5

R ln2

at about 7 K and

R ln3

triplet as ground state and the nonmagneti

situated about 30 K above.

3.2. Intermediate and mixed valen e behaviour in Eu-based skutterudites
Intermediate and mixed valen e of the ller elements
sibility to tune in a subtle manner the
skutterudite and thus

arrier

an determine ele troni

Moreover, valen e u tuations are
to redu e the latti e thermal

an provide a pos-

on entration of a

ertain

transport to a large extent.

onsidered to be an ee tive me hanism

ondu tivity as phonons are strongly s attered

on dieren es of valen e states [1℄. Moreover, intermediate and mixed valen e, in parti ular of the ller elements, also modify magneti
the system.

properties of
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A novel phenomenon is the o

;

urren e of mixed valen e in Eu(Fe Co)4 Sb12

although skutterudites possess just one latti e site for Eu. Shown in Fig. 3
are

LIII spe

in

omparison with data of almost divalent magneti

tra and Mössbauer measurements performed on Eu0:42 FeCo3 Sb12 ,

Eu0:83Fe4 Sb12

. The ab-

sorption edge spe tra obtained (Fig. 3(a)) are hara terised by a double peak
stru ture, eviden ing non-integer valen e of the Eu ion. Spe tral weight is
entred around

E1

= 6973

penden e on the parti ular

eV and

E2

= 6982

eV, with no substantial de-

ompound. While the former peak is asso iated

with the 2+ state of Eu, the latter

orresponds to

haviour therefore varies between a stable magneti

Eu3+

. The magneti

be-

state and a non-magneti

ground state, respe tively. Results of a standard analysis of the present data
yield an overall valen e

Eu0:42FeCo3 Sb12

(

a

).

hange from



= 2:25 Eu0:83Fe4 Sb12
(

ounted for in terms of intermediate valen e, however,

(ii)

spe tra do not evolve versus temperature and
on a mi ros opi

Eu0:83Fe4 Sb12

(i)

the

edge

[TM4Sb12℄
[TM4 Sb12℄

units with
units,

ompound towards the non-

state. The double random substitution Fe/Co and Eu/va an y on

the ma ros opi

s ale may thus result in a simple average mix of the two

Eu valen e states.

No temperature dependent

ur for both ele troni

the energy separation

E

hanges of spe tral weight

ongurations in the whole series and moreover,
between both absorption maxima is larger than

8 eV, independent on temperature and almost independent on the
tration. These experimental fa ts obviously indi ate that
hara terised by some sort of mixed valen e behaviour.

2.0

(a)

on en-

Euy Fe4 x Cox Sb12

(b)

1.5

relative transmission

normalised absorption

is

= 2:55

LIII

) and in Co-ri h

where the ee t of Eu va an ies may drive the

o



the Fe/Co substitution

s ale may be resolved in Fe-ri h

almost divalent Eu (as in
magneti

) to

Signi ant deviations from the 2+ state are usually

y = 0.83 x = 0

T = 4.2 K

1.0

y = 0.83 x = 0
y = 0.42 x = 3

0.5
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0.0
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Fig. 3. LIII and Mössbauer spe tra of

-60
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0
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Eu0:83 Fe4 Sb12

and

Eu0:42 FeCo3 Sb12 .
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Mössbauer measurements for

Eu0:83Fe4 Sb12
Eu2+

single resonan e line in the paramagneti
divalent nature of the Eu ion. This

Eu2+
Eu0:42FeCo3 Sb12

to the ordering of the
the

ase of

(Fig.

3(b)) reveal just a

state [16℄, indi ating an almost

line splits magneti ally at 4.2 K due

Tmag = 84 K). In

moments at low temperatures (

one en ounters distin t dieren es: as shown in

Eu3+

Fig. 3(b) a se ond line appears at an isomer shift of 0 mm/s (

Eu Eu = 1
LIII
 = 2:55
Eu0:42FeCo3 Sb12
Be = 11
2+ =

a mixed valen e state with a ratio of
the above mentioned

data (

3+

). This result ex ludes any dynami

valen e u tuations within this series. As expe ted, the
the spe trum of
of the

Eu2+

), inferring

, in ne agreement with

Eu2+

omponent of

is magneti ally split due to the ordering

moments and results in a

T.

3.3. Kondo ee t and hopping ondu tivity in Yb-based skutterudites
Besides the number of

harge

arriers, magneti

modify the temperature dependen e of transport

s attering pro esses

oe ients. Simple tem-

perature independent spin-disorder s attering, however, is diversied by
rystalline ele tri

eld ee ts and/or by Kondo intera tion.

The latter

yields at somewhat elevated temperatures a negative logarithmi
tion to

(T )

but

eviden ed by a

an

T2

behaviour of

(T ).

To illustrate su h features,

normalised to room temperature is plotted in Fig.
lled skutterudites

La0:8 Fe4 Sb12
(T )

mum in

ontaining Ce and Yb.

is added. Most obvious,

and at lower temperature a logarithmi

dently behaving magneti

T 2 behaviour ree

(T )

omparison,

exhibits a mini-

in rease. Both features

arriers with the indepen-

moments of Ce and Yb.

hara terised by a pronoun ed

signi ant de rease of

harge

(T )

4(a) for a number of

For a purpose of

Yb0:22 Ce0:3Fe3 NiSb12

are typi al signs for Kondo intera tion of

is

ontribu-

ause at low temperatures a Fermi-liquid behaviour,

(T )

Yb0:8Fe4 Sb12

of

urvature around 100 K followed by a

towards lower temperatures and eventually, a

ts a Fermi-liquid ground state, whereas for

Ce0:8Fe4 Sb12

hints of pronoun ed Kondo intera tions are absent at low temperatures. It
is interesting to note that even
not render a simple

La0:8Fe4 Sb12

, with non-magneti

(T ) behaviour, dominated by phonon s

The temperature dependent resistivity of

Yby Ir4Sb12 y  0:02
,

tation. Both

Yby Rh4Sb12

,

La, does

attering.

y

 0:1

and

is shown in Fig. 4(b), again in a normalised represen-

ompounds display a semi ondu ting-like behaviour where the

resistivity in reases over some orders of magnitude from room temperature

to 4 K. Applying an a tivation-type model to des ribe (T ) in this ase,
i.e.,  = 0 exp(E=2kB T ), allows us to estimate the gap width E of the
ele troni density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy EF . A least squares
t to the data above about 100 K reveals E = 368 K for TM = Rh and
E = 277 K for TM = Ir. A shoulder in (T ) around 50 K, however, marks
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1.2
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Fig. 4. (a) Normalised resistivity =RT of REy TM4 Sb12 , RE = La, Ce, Yb;
TM = Fe, Ni. (b) Normalised resistivity of Yb0:02 Ir4 Sb12 and Yb0:1 Rh4 Sb12 . ( )
Normalised ondu tivity =RT vs. T 1=2 of Yb0:02 Ir4 Sb12 and Yb0:1 Rh4 Sb12 at
various values of pressure.
the end of the validity of an a tivation type behaviour (Fig. 4(b)). In order
to a

ount for the temperature range below, we tried to invoke Mott's model

of variable range hopping [17℄,

i.e.,

 = 0 exp





T0
T

n 

;

(1)

  1=, 0 is a material onstant, T0 is a hara teristi temperature
the system and n = 1=4. Least squares ts of Eqn. 1 to the data yield

where
of

reasonable agreement only in a narrow temperature interval. An exponent

n = 1=2, on the

ontrary, des ribes the

ondu tivity data over a substantial

ln(=RT )
n = 1=2

larger temperature range as it is obvious from a plot of

for both

T0

Yb0:1Rh4Sb12

and

Yb0:02Ir4Sb12

. The

hara teristi

are 35 and 1700 K, respe tively. The exponent
lose to the

T

1=2

temperatures

is appropriate

for variable range hopping in the presen e of a Coulomb gap [18℄,
the single-parti le density of states

vs.

i.e., when

hemi al potential is de-

pleted due to the Coulomb intera tion between ele trons. Pressure applied
to

Yb0:1Rh4Sb12

type

(Fig.

4( )) leaves the general features of the hopping-

ondu tivity un hanged but the

linearly from 35 K at

hara teristi

temperature de reases

p = 1 bar to about 28 K at p = 16 kbar.
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4. Thermoele tri

performan e

4.1. Thermopower
The key parameter for thermoele tri
thermoele tri
A

power

S , whi

materials is the

ording to Mott's formula of diusion thermopower [19℄,

2 kB2 T 1 dN (E )
3jej N (EF) dE

Sd =
the energy derivative

N (EF ),

also on

model, will

S

100 V=K

dN (E )=dE

.

i.e.,

(2)

E =EF

at the Fermi energy determines both, the

absolute values as well as the sign of thermopower.

with

oe ient of the

h should ex eed, at least, values of

a lower value of

harge

Sin e

S (T )

depends

arriers, at least in a one-band

ause larger values of the Seebe k

oe ient.

Thus, systems

 100 V=K are traditionally found at the border between metals

and semi ondu tors. Highly
ability to generate large

orrelated ele tron systems, however, have the

S (T ) values as well.

This phenomenon is related to

Kondo intera tion, where due to a loss of spin degrees of freedom a narrow

 kBTK) emerges in the vi inity of the Fermi energy,
dN (E )=dE jE =EF .

resonan e (width

giving rise to huge values of

In order to tra e both sour es for enhan ed values of the Seebe k
ient, Fig. 5 shows
the pre eding
ele tron

S (T ) of REFe4 Sb12, RE = La, Pr, Nd.

hapter

on erning spe i

ause substantially larger
and

PrFe4 Sb12
Cp=T
PrFe4 Sb12
heat,

orrelations, observed from large values of

NdFe4 Sb12

S (T ) values in

oe-

As eviden ed in
shows signi ant

. These

orrelations

ompared to

LaFe4 Sb12

(Fig. 5(a)). Driven by substitutions on both the transition

metal and the pni togen site,

hanges of the

a hieved. The redu tion of the
stitution has two dierent

arrier

arrier

on entration

(i)

onsequen es ( ompare Fig. 5(b)):

S (T )
190 V=K Pr0:2Fe2:5 Ni1:5Sb12

an be

on entration due to the Fe/Ni subabsolute

in reases, rea hing extraordinarily large room temperature values of
(

) and

from plus to minus, referring to a

(ii)

the sign of thermopower

hange of the

hanges

arrier type from predomi-

nantly hole - to ele tron dominated transport. It is interesting to note that
ele tron

orrelations are lost upon the Fe/Ni substitution. This follows from

the vanishing of the pronoun ed low temperature stru ture in

S (T ).

4.2. Thermal ondu tivity
In addition to the important
of merit, thermal

ontribution of thermopower to the gure

ondu tivity should be as low as possible. Filled skutteru-

dites provide almost perfe t

onditions for the requirement above.

skutterudites in general possess just smaller numbers of
ele troni

ontribution

e

to the total thermal

harge

ondu tivity



(i) Sin

e

arriers, the
is low.

(ii)
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Pr0.42Fe3NiSb12
Pr0.2Fe2.5Ni1.5Sb12

(a)

80

180
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60
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S [µV/K]

(b)

30
Pr0.73Fe4Sb12

0

0

Pr0.1Fe2Ni2Sb12

La0.83Fe4Sb12

-30

Pr0.73Fe4Sb12

-20

Nd0.72Fe4Sb12

0

100

200

Pr0.57Fe3.5Ni0.5Sb12

300 0

100

-60

200

300

T [K]

T[K]

Fig. 5. (a) Temperature dependent Seebe k oe ient S (T ) of REy Fe4 Sb12 ,
RE = La, Pr, Nd. (b) Temperature dependent Seebe k oe ient S (T ) of
Pry TM4 X12 , TM = Fe, Ni; X = Sb, Sn.
The strong intera tion of the heat

arrying phonons with the weakly bound

ele tropositive element dramati ally redu es the latti e thermal
ity

ph , and the theoreti

al minimum thermal

ondu tivity, as

ondu tiv-

e.g., found in

glass-like materials, is almost rea hed.
As an example of an evolution of the thermal
skutterudites,

 (T )

of

Ndy Fe4 Sb12

series lowers extraordinarily as the degree
in rease.

me hanisms responsible,



= e + ph

thermal

y

, where

e

an be

rule, the thermal resistivity

We(ph)  1=e(ph)

,

reads

and

quantity

(3)

refer to s attering of

thermal

Taking this into a

an be separated into the ele troni

harge

moments, respe -

ondu tivity is related to

the ele tri al resistivity via the Wiedemann Franz law:
.

i.e.,

and the latti e

ontributions, however,

imperfe tions, phonons and magneti

= 2:45  10 8 W =K2

onstituents,

ording to Matthiessen's

1=e  We = We;0 + We;ph + We;mag
(e; 0) (e; ph) (e; mag)

tively. For simple metals, the ele troni

L0

of this

onsidered as ori-

(T ) has to be separated into its
and ph represent the ele troni

ondu tivity, respe tively. Both individual

where the subs ripts

(T )

In order to quantitatively understand the main

are limited by a number of s attering pro esses. A

arriers on stati

6 (a).

of the ller element starts to

Thus, s attering on this ller element

gin for su h a redu tion.

ondu tivity in ternary

is shown in Fig.

e

 L0 T= where

ount, the total measured

and the latti e part. Results

of su h a pro edure are shown in Fig. 6(b) for

Nd0:2Fe4 Sb12

. This analysis
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Fig. 6. (a) Temperature dependent thermal ondu tivity (T ) of Ndy Fe4 Sb12 . (b)
(T ) of Nd0:2 Fe4 Sb12 (large open symbols). The ele tron and the phonon ontribution e and ph are shown with smaller symbols. The solid line is a least squares
t a ording to Eq. (5) and (6).
indi ates that the latti e

ontribution

e (T )

rying heat in this material.

respe t to

Nd0:2Fe4 Sb12

.

is primarily responsible for

ar-

smoothly in reases, but is redu ed by a

Nd0:2Fe4 Sb12 NdFe4 Sb12
NdFe4 Sb12
[Fe4 Sb12℄

fa tor of two when pro eeding from
is asso iated with the lower

ph

to

harge

arrier

. This hange

on entration of

While in the former the holes of

with
are

ompensated to a large extent, this does not hold for the latter.
Using Matthiessens rule,

ph

reads:

1=ph  Wph =
where

P

Wph;i

X

Wph;i ;

(4)

represents the most signi ant s attering pro esses present

in lled skutterudites, giving rise to dierent temperature dependen ies.
Within the Debye approximation,

ph =

CT 3

ph

Z
D =T

0

where
ature.

an be expressed as

 x4 exp(x)
[exp(x) 1℄2 dx ;

(5)

x = ~!=kB T , ! is the phonon frequen y and D is the Debye temper is the total relaxation time given by


B , D , U, e

1

= B 1 + D 1 + U 1 + e 1

(6)

are the relaxation times for boundary s attering, defe t s at-

tering, Umklapp pro esses and ele tron s attering, respe tively.
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Taking into a
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ount these most important relaxation pro esses and their

temperature dependen ies [20℄ allows us to des ribe the experimentally derived latti e thermal

ondu tivity. A least squares t (solid line, Fig. 6(b))

reveals ex ellent agreement with the data. The evolution from
to

NdFe4 Sb12

shows that primarily

redu tion of the thermal
itative pi ture
oversized

D

Nd0:2Fe4 Sb12

ontributes to the observed dramati

ondu tivity, whi h ni ely agrees with the qual-

on erning the rattling mode of the rare earth ions in the

age of the skutterudite stru ture.

5. Summary

Filled skutterudites
moele tri

an be

onsidered as promising materials for ther-

appli ations, behaving as phonon-glass-ele tron- rystals.

This

refers to thermal properties similar to those of glass, and ele tri al transport similar to that in

rystalline materials. Very re ently,

gure of merit
ZT  1:1 at

values above one were reported for skutterudites based on Eu (

T

= 700

K) [21℄ or on Yb (

ZT

materials exhibit strong ele tron

 1:2 at T = 700 K) [22℄.

Many of su h

orrelations, whi h may further push the

gure of merit to even larger values.
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